A transient signal suppressor (10) for use in a controls system which is adapted to respond to a change in a physical parameter whenever it crosses a predetermined threshold value in a selected direction of increasing or decreasing values with respect to the threshold value and is sustained for a selected discrete time interval. The suppressor (10) includes a sensor transducer (12) for sensing the physical parameter and generating an electrical input signal whenever the sensed physical parameter crosses the threshold level in the selected direction. A manually operated switch (30A, 30B) is provided for adapting the suppressor to produce an output drive signal whenever the physical parameter crosses the threshold value in the selected direction of increasing or decreasing values. A time delay circuit (40, 42) is selectively adjustable for suppressing the transducer input signal for a preselected one of a plurality of available discrete suppression time and producing an output signal only if the input signal is sustained for a time greater than the selected suppression time. An electronic gate (25) is coupled to receive the transducer input signal and the timer output signal and produce an output drive signal for energizing a control relay (33) when transducer input is a non-transient signal which is sustained beyond the selected time interval.
MEASURAND TRANSIENT SIGNAL SUPPRESSOR

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government of the United States of America for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to transient signal suppressors and more particularly to an electronic system for suppressing transient measurand signals for a selected one of different digitally addressed suppression time periods.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In many hydraulic systems such as are used in process control applications and in various test operations, it becomes necessary to sense when a predetermined fluid pressure is reached in the system in order that the system may respond thereto. Typically, a mechanical pressure switch is incorporated in the system to sense when the predetermined pressure is reached and to give an indication signal thereof. In high pressure hydraulic systems, a transient pressure spike may occur as the result of the abrupt closing of a system valve. This phenomenon, commonly known as “water hammer”, can momentarily actuate the mechanical pressure switch. Similar transients might result from severe system vibration impulses. Since such transients are not the true static operating pressure of the system, it is often desirable to suppress the actuation of the pressure switch or in the associated indication signals caused by “water hammer” transients or transient vibration impulses.

In the prior art control systems, suppression of transient pressure spikes is usually accomplished by mechanical damping in the pressure switch sensor cavity or in the associated transmission system for the control signal. For example,

U.S. Pat. No. 3,578,007 discloses a mechanical surge signal suppression system for use in vehicle transmission systems which employ a centrifugal hydraulic governor. A governor cutoff valve system is used to block transient pressure oscillations during shifting.

U.S. Pat. No. 4,310,841 discloses apparatus for improving the dynamic response of a servo positioning system wherein an electrical input signal which measures pressure or other physical condition is compared to a threshold signal in a manner which delays response and maintains signal level for periods of time without drift. Input level is translated to positioning of a movable vane which is frictionally restricted in movement.

U.S. Pat. No. 4,631,514 discloses a brake control system for preventing jerking reaction by a mechanism which compares actual braking action with a desired braking action to generate a difference signal which, if persistent for a prescribed period, is accepted to operate a secondary brake system.

U.S. Pat. No. 4,703,693 discloses an analog to digital signal processing system for detecting the initial touch of a tool to a workpiece. The delay to a tool touch decision is reduced while avoiding vibration noise spikes by a mechanism with an up/down counter for monitoring signal levels above and below a threshold level and generating a touch alarm when the count exceeds a threshold number.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,084,696 discloses an analog system for dynamically adjusting the threshold of an infra red signal detection comparator in an alarm security system.

In the foregoing prior art systems, it is difficult to adjust with accuracy to a predetermined damping time. Furthermore, the damping times are fixed for a change of the measurand in only one direction, i.e., either an increasing or decreasing measurand.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention is a transient signal suppressor for use in a controls system which is adapted to respond to a change in a physical parameter, such as a sudden increase in pressure whenever it crosses a predetermined threshold value in a selected direction of increasing or decreasing values with respect to the threshold value and is sustained for a selected discrete time interval. The suppressor includes a sensor transducer such as a pressure switch, for sensing the system pressure or other parameter of interest and generating an electrical input signal whenever the sensed physical parameter crosses the threshold level in the selected direction.

A manually operated switch is provided for adapting the suppressor to produce an output drive signal whenever the physical parameter crosses the threshold value in the selected direction of increasing or decreasing values.

A time delay circuit including a resistor-capacitor network is selectively adjustable for suppressing the transducer input signal for a preselected one of a plurality of available discrete suppression times and producing an output signal only if the input signal is a non-transient signal sustained for a time greater than the selected suppression time. An electronic gate is coupled to receive the transducer input signal and the timer output signal and produce a useful output drive signal whenever the transducer input is sustained beyond the selected time interval. The drive signal is coupled to a drive transistor which energizes a controls relay.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an electrical schematic diagram of a measurand transient signal suppressor in accordance with the invention; and

FIG. 2 is an electrical schematic diagram of a modified form of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring more particularly to the drawings, there is shown in FIG. 1, a transient signal suppressor system 10 designed for suppressing transient pressure signals in a hydraulic controls system. The signal suppressor system 10 includes a pressure sensor switch 12 which is mounted in a hydraulic controls system (not shown) for sensing the hydraulic pressure in the controls systems. The pressure switch 12 is an elastic deformation pressure transducer such as of the diaphragm type wherein a contact terminal on the moveable diaphragm is adapted to contact the other contact terminal of the pressure switch at an applied hydraulic pressure which equals or exceeds a predetermined threshold pressure. A pressure bellows or Bourdon tube might also be used
in the elastic deformation pressure transducer in lieu of the moveable diaphragm type of transducer.

In a hydraulic controls system wherein a system response is to be effected whenever the hydraulic pressure reaches and exceeds a threshold pressure level, the pressure switch 12 is in the normally open condition when a conductor

In the illustration of the invention shown in FIG. 1, the switch 12 is in the normally open condition with one contact terminal T1 thereof connected to electrical ground by a conductor 13 and the other terminal T2 thereof connected by means of a conductor 15 to the two input terminals of a logic inverter 18 in an integrated circuit 20. Preferably, the integrated circuit 20 is the LM 7400 chip of the National Semiconductor Co. The terminal T2 of the pressure switch 12 and the input terminals of the inverter 18 are also connected to a 5 volt d.c. voltage supply 19 through a pull up resistor 16, which has one resistor terminal connected to the conductor 15 and its other terminal connected to a conductor 17 which is coupled to the positive terminal of the voltage supply 19. Conductor 17 is also provided with an a.c. by-pass to ground by a 0.1 µf capacitor 14.

The integrated circuit 20 is supplied power by means of a conductor 17a to the positive terminal of the voltage supply 19. The integrated circuit 20 is connected to electrical ground by a conductor 22.

The output of the logic inverter 18 is adapted to be coupled to a first input terminal 12 of a NAND gate 25 by means of a conductor 26 in which is installed a manually operated selector switch 30A, commonly referred to as a "dip switch." When the pressure switch 12 is in the normally open condition, and the transient signal suppressor system 10 is conditioned to suppress transient signals induced by temporary pressure surges, the selector switch 30A is placed in the closed condition as shown in FIG. 1. It will thus be seen that when the pressure switch 12 is in the open condition, a positive voltage, representing a logic high exists at the inputs to the inverting amplifier 18, while at the same time a logic low exists at the output of the inverter 18 and the input terminal 12 of the NAND gate 25. The output of the NAND gate 25 is sent to an inverter 27, which communicates its output through a resistor 28 to the base of a driver transistor 29 which drives a relay 33 connected between the transistor and ground and adapted for operating or controlling an indicator or other device which provides a desired output for the hydraulic controls system. The relay is shown with a suppressor diode 33A, connected cathode to ground in parallel therewith and may operate a plurality of contacts to control several devices.

The second input terminal 13 of the NAND gate 25 is coupled to the output 6 of a second inverter 32 in the integrated circuit chip 20. The input terminals 4, 5 of the inverter 32 are coupled to one another and also to the output terminal 3 of a solid-state timer 40 provided by an integrated circuit chip LM555 of the National Semiconductor Company.

Terminals 2 and 4 of timer 40 are coupled to one another and to the output of inverter 18 by a conductor 31, conductor 26 and switch 30A. Terminal 8 of timer 40 is coupled to the positive terminal of the d.c. voltage supply 19 by a conductor 17b which connects with conductor 17. A terminal 1 of the timer 40 is connected to electrical ground and a terminal 9 of the timer 40 is connected to electrical ground through a capacitor 41, with capacitance of 0.05 µf. Other terminals 6, 7 of the timer 40 are coupled to a resistor-capacitor (RC) network 42 which comprises a plurality of serially connected resistors R2, R3, R4 and R5, a capacitor 43 of 10 µf capacitance which is coupled to the output terminal 44 and to electrical ground, and a plurality of serially connected manually operated switches S2, S3, S4 and S5. The resistor R2 and one contact terminal of the switch S2 are directly coupled to the terminals 6, 7 of timer 40 and one contact terminal of the switch S5 and the resistor R5 are directly coupled to the conductor 17b.

Accordingly, when all switches S2, S3, S4, S5 are closed, the terminals 6, 7 of the timer 40 are directly coupled to the d.c. voltage supply 19 and the total resistance of the resistor-capacitor network 42 is substantially zero. However, each of the switches S1 through S5 is paired with an associated resistor such that one contact terminal of the switch S1 is coupled to one terminal of the resistor R5 and the second contact terminal of the switch S5 is coupled to the other terminal of the resistor R5. Similar connections are made between switch S4 and resistor R4, between switch S3 and resistor R3, and between switch S2 and resistor R2. If any one of the series-connected switches is opened, its associated resistor becomes an active component of the resistor-capacitor network. For example, it will be seen that when switch S2 is open and switches S3, S4 and S5 are closed, only the resistor R2 and capacitor C1 make up the active resistor-capacitor network 42 which effects the operation of the timer 40 when the pressure switch 12 is closed by a rise of hydraulic pressure above the critical threshold level. For purposes of effecting a discrete time delay and providing for a selection from a plurality of such time delays in responding to the closure of pressure switch 12, as will hereinafter be described, the resistance values in network 42 are selected such that R2=800K ohms, R3=400K ohms, R4=200K ohms, and R5=100K ohms.

The initial conditions are a logic high at the input of inverter 18 and a logic low at the output of inverter 18 which also exists at terminals 12 and 4 of timer 40, input terminal 12 of NAND gate 25 and the inputs of inverter 32. Accordingly, when pressure switch 12 closes, the input to the inverter 18 is changed to a logic high and its output to a logic high which is also transmitted to terminal 12 of NAND gate 25 and terminals 2, 4 of timer 40. When a logic high is imposed on terminals 2, 4 of timer 40, the RC network 42 increases the voltage at terminals 6, 7 of timer 40 to a level at which the logic low at its terminal 3 is changed to a logic high for the time period determined by the resistance and capacitance values in network 42. Accordingly, the initial condition of a logic low at the input of inverter 32 is also changed to a logic high during the time period controlled by the RC network 42 and the initial condition of a logic high at the output of inverter 32 is changed to a logic low for the duration of this period.

The initial conditions of a logic low at input terminal 2 and a logic high at input terminal 13 of NAND gate 25 are reversed during the time period set by the network 42 and therefore the logic high at the output of NAND gate 25 stays unchanged. However, at the end of the
time period, a logic low is produced at terminal 3 of timer 40 and at the input to inverter 32 whereby the output of inverter 32 and its input to NAND gate 25 change to the logic high condition. Since both inputs to NAND gate 25 are then at logic high, its output is a logic low and the output of inverter 27 is a high which drives the transistor 29 and energizes the relay 33.

It will therefore be seen that a time delay or suppression time is imposed upon the transmission of the electrical signal which indicates the closure of the pressure switch 12 in response to a pressure surge. If the pressure switch 12 is still closed at the end of the time delay, the pressure surge is not a transient but a sustained pressure above the critical threshold level and an electrical signal will then be transmitted from NAND gate 25 to drive the transistor 29 and energize the responsive control relay. However, if the pressure switch 12 should open during the time delay, the outputs of inverter 18, NAND gate 25 and inverter 27 return to their initial conditions and no driving signal is transmitted to the drive transistor 29. The suppressor 10 therefore determines whether the measured signal is a transient or whether it is actually a sustained change in system operating pressure and gives an output to the process control system only if the predetermined threshold pressure is sustained for a preselected suppression time.

It is also to be noted that the suppression time can be selected by selective operation of the switches S2 through S5 for changing the resistance in the resistor-capacitor network 42. Suppression times in seconds can be selected in accordance with the following table, which shows the conditions of the switches S2 through S5 for providing a discrete suppression time. In the table, "C" indicates a closed condition for a switch and "O" indicates that the switch is open.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPPRESSION TIMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (Secs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Herefore, the suppressor 10 has been described for use in a controls system where it is desired to respond to a pressure surge which is above a critical threshold pressure and to suppress signals representative of transient pressure spikes. The suppressor 10 may also be conditioned for use in a controls system where it is desired to respond to a drop in pressure below a critical pressure level and to suppress signals representative of transient pressure drops below the critical level. For this kind of operation, the pressure switch 12 is normally closed and use is made of a selector switch 30B which is installed in conductor 15B for selectively coupling the terminal T2 of pressure switch 12 to the input 12 of NAND gate 25. With the initial condition of a closed pressure switch 12, the selector switch 30A is moved to open condition and selector switch 30B is closed. A logic low condition therefore exists at input terminal 12 of NAND gate 25 and a logic high at its input terminal 3. Terminals 2, 3 and 4 of timer 40 are at logic low. A logic high at the output of NAND gate 25 is inverted to a logic low at the output of inverter 27 places transistor 29 in "OFF" condition.

When the pressure switch 12 opens in response to a pressure drop below the predetermined critical level, terminal 12 of NAND gate 25 changes to logic high condition. The terminals 2, 3 and 4 of timer 40 also change to logic high. After a suppression time determined by the resistor-capacitor network 42, terminal 3 of timer 40 goes to logic low, and the output of inverter 32 and the input terminal 13 of NAND gate 25 go to logic high. In response, the output of NAND gate 25 changes to logic low which imposes a logic high through inverter 27 at the base of transistor 29 and drives the transistor to energize the relay 33. The suppressor 10 therefore suppresses a pressure switch open signal for the selected suppression time so that the system responds only to a sustained pressure drop.

While operation of the suppressor 10 has been illustrated for a system where pressure is the critical parameter, the invention can be used with any type of end trip point sensor that is sensitive to an undesired transient actuation. Accordingly, the suppressor 10 could be used with such sensors as load switches, flow switches, vibration switches, liquid level switches, proximity switches, and temperature switches.

A modified form of the invention illustrated by the suppressor 100 shown in FIG. 2, uses an integrated circuit provided by the DM7402 chip of the National Semiconductor Co. and which is comprised entirely of NOR gates. The suppressor 100 is powered by a 5 volt d.c. voltage supply 119 and is adapted to respond to a pressure switch 112 incorporated therein. One terminal of switch 112 is connected to electrical ground and the other to the voltage supply 119 through a conductor 117a, resistor 116 and conductor 117. The conductor 117a is also coupled by a conductor 117b to the inputs of a NOR gate 118 in a DM7402 integrated circuit and by a conductor 117c to the contact terminal T5 of a selector switch 130A, which when closed couples the conductor 117a to a first input terminal 5 of a second NOR gate 125. The output of NOR gate 118 is coupled to the other contact terminal T6 of selector switch 130A and also to the terminal T7 of a second selector switch 130B. A capacitor 114 provides conductor 117 with an a.c. bypass to ground.

A second input terminal 6 of NOR gate 125 is coupled to the output of a third NOR gate 132 having two input terminals which are coupled together and also to one end of a resistor-capacitor network 142 by a conductor 126a and branch conductor 126b. The RC network 142 is identical to the RC network 42 in the first embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 1. It is comprised of resistors R2, R3, R4 and R5, series-connected switches S2, S3, S4 and S5 and a 10 μF capacitor 141. The 5 volt d.c. voltage supply is connected to the other end of the network 142 by conductor 117 and a branch 117f which connects to the resistor R2 and a terminal of the switch S2.

The output of NOR gate 125 is coupled to one side of the capacitor 141 whose other side is coupled to a first input terminal 11 of a fourth NOR gate 127 by the conductor 126d and a branch conductor 126c. Conductor 117a with a selector switch 130B installed therein is connected to a second input 12 of NOR gate 127. The output of NOR gate 127 is coupled through a resistor 128 to the base of a drive transistor 129 which is adapted to energize a relay 133.
When the suppressor 110 is used with a hydraulic system wherein an indication or controlled response is desired when a predetermined pressure is reached, the pressure switch 112 is in normally open condition. The selector switch 130A is positioned to directly couple conductor 117a to the input 12 of NOR gate 118 and at the same time selector switch 130B is positioned to couple conductor 117b to the second input 12 of NOR gate 127.

With pressure switch 112 open, the initial conditions are a logic high at both inputs of NOR gate 118, a logic low at the output of gate 118 and input 5 of NOR gate 125. Both inputs of NOR gate 132 are at logic high so that its output is at logic low which is coupled to the input 6 of NOR gate 125. With both its inputs at logic low, the output of gate 125 is at logic high which is converted to a logic low at the input 11 of NOR gate 127 by the capacitor 127. The transistor 129 is "OFF".

When a pressure surge closes pressure switch 112, the input 5 of NOR gate 125 goes low and its output goes high. The input 12 of NOR gate 127 goes low. During a prescribed time delay determined by the resistor-capacitor network 142, the logic high at input 11 of NOR gate 127 gradually changes to logic low, after which time both inputs to NOR gate 127 are at logic low and its output switches to logic high which turns on the transistor 129 and energizes the relay 133.

If the pressure switch 112 should open during the suppression time, a reversion to the initial logic conditions takes place to prevent transmission of a drive signal to the transistor 129.

For an application of the suppressor 110 to a system where it is desired to provide an indication or process control when the pressure drops below a critical level, pressure switch 112 is normally closed, the manual selector switch 130A is moved to contact T6 and selector switch 130B is moved to contact T7. The initial conditions then are a logic low at the inputs of NOR gate 118 and a logic high at its output and the input 5 of NOR gate 125. The input of NOR gate 132 is at logic high and its output at logic low which is coupled to input 6 of NOR gate 125. Input 12 of NOR gate 127 is at logic high and its input 11 is also at logic high which produces a logic low at the output of gate 127.

When pressure switch 112 opens in response to a drop in system pressure below the critical threshold value, a logic low is provided at input 12 of NOR gate 127 and its output goes high to drive the transistor 129.

It is to be appreciated that the size of the capacitor in the resistor-capacitor network and the several resistors incorporated therein may have different values than those described herein whereby a different range, number and unit size of RC time constants can be made available. In addition, the drive transistor output can be used to drive an actuator other than a controls relay.

It is also to be understood that the foregoing description of the invention has been presented for purposes of illustration and explanation and is not intended to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. It is to be appreciated therefore that various component and structural changes may be made by those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the invention.

1. A transient signal suppressor for use in a controls system which is adapted to respond to a change in a physical parameter whenever it crosses a predetermined threshold value in a selected direction of increasing or decreasing values with respect to the threshold value and is sustained for a selected discrete timer interval, said suppressor including:
   - a sensor transducer for sensing the physical parameter and generating an electrical input signal whenever the sensed physical parameter crosses the threshold level in the selected direction of increasing or decreasing values;
   - an adjustable time delay circuit for suppressing the input signal for a preselected one of a plurality of available discrete suppression times and producing an output signal only if the input signal is sustained for a time greater than the selected suppression time;
   - an electronic gate coupled to receive the sensor transducer electrical input signal and the time delay circuit output signal and to produce a useful output drive signal whenever the sensor transducer electrical input signal is sustained beyond the selected suppression time; and
   - a manually operated switch coupled between the sensor transducer and said gate for adapting the suppressor to produce an output drive signal whenever the physical parameter crosses the threshold value in the selected direction of increasing or decreasing values.

2. A transient signal suppressor as set forth in claim 1 wherein said sensor transducer comprises a switch which is normally open and closes in response to a rise in the sensed physical parameter above said threshold value.

3. A transient signal suppressor as set forth in claim 1 wherein said sensor transducer comprises a switch which is normally closed and opens in response to a drop in the sensed physical parameter below said threshold value.

4. A transient signal suppressor as set forth in claim 1 wherein said sensor transducer comprises a pressure switch in the form of an elastic deformation pressure transducer.

5. A transient signal suppressor as set forth in claim 1 wherein the adjustable time delay circuit includes a resistor-capacitor network with a plurality of resistance values and switching means which are operable to selectively exclude any of said resistance values to adjust the time interval for which a sensor transducer signal is suppressed.

6. A transient signal suppressor as set forth in claim 5 wherein said electronic gate is a NAND gate.

7. A transient signal suppressor as set forth in claim 5 wherein said electronic gate is a NOR gate.

8. A transient signal suppressor system as set forth in claim 1 which further includes a drive transistor coupled at its base to receive the output of the electronic gate and with its transistor output terminal coupled to a controls relay whereby the relay is adapted to be energized by the drive transistor.